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Neoclassical transport in a rotating impure plasma
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In a toroidally rotating tokamak plasma, heavy impurity ions accumulate on the outside of each flux
surface under the action of the centrifugal force. The collision frequency therefore varies over the
flux surface. This circumstance is shown to enhance the neoclassical transport processes, including
the bootstrap current, by making collisions occur preferentially where the magnetic field is weak.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!01104-5#
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Neoclassical theory1,2 has attracted renewed attention a
ter the discovery of enhanced confinement in tokamaks w
negative, or nearly constant, magnetic shear.3–7 In these ex-
periments, ion transport in the core region is comparable
neoclassical values. To enable an accurate comparison
experimental results, it is important to address the remain
issues in neoclassical theory.

The region of enhanced confinement is frequently
served to experience relatively rapid toroidal rotation, ty
cally with a squared Mach number of the orderM2

[ miv
2R2/(Te1Ti) ;0.1, wherev is the angular frequency

of toroidal rotation,mi the ion mass,R the major radius, and
Te andTi the electron and ion temperatures. Note that, si
the latter tend to be constant along the magnetic field,
Mach number varies over a flux surface. The original n
classical theory1,2 assumedM!1, but was later extended t
include the caseM5O(1) by Hinton and Wong,8 and Catto,
Bernstein, and Tessarotto.9 More recently, the subject ha
been revisited by Sugama and Horton.10 In these works, the
modifications to neoclassical transport by finite Mach nu
ber were found to be of the order ofM2, and are therefore
typically not very large in most experiments. It is the purpo
of the present Brief Communication to point out a new a
simple way in which toroidal rotation increases neoclass
transport. This effect is caused by the impurity ions gener
present in a tokamak, and arises because their poloidal
tribution is nonuniform in a spinning plasma. As shown he
even if M!1 this circumstance can increase the transp
coefficients, including the bootstrap current, by up to 45%
a standard large-aspect-ratio tokamak.

The distribution of heavy ions is nonuniform over a flu
surface because, in a rotating plasma, the centrifugal fo
pushes heavy particles to the outside of the torus. This
noted in the papers already cited and in Ref. 11, and
recently been re-emphasized by Wesson.12 If the magnetic
field is B5I (c)¹w1¹w3¹c, the density of each specie
(a) varies over the flux surfacec with the poloidal angleu
as

na~c,u!5Na~c!expS mav2~R22R0
2!

2Ta
2

eaF

Ta
D . ~1!

Hereea is the charge, andR5R0 at some point on the flux
1201070-664X/98/5(4)/1209/3/$15.00
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surface where the electro-static potentialF is chosen to be
zero. The latter is determined by quasineutrality,

(
a

eana~c,u!50, ~2!

at each point. Equations~1! and~2! were solved in a numbe
of illustrative examples by Wesson. Here, we only consi
the simplest case of a single, heavy impurity speciesz
@1) in a hydrogenic plasma with relatively low density,nz

!ne /z. The generalization to several species is straightf
ward. The electrostatic potential obtained by solving Eqs.~1!

and~2! is then simply given byeF/Te 5 1
2(M22M0

2), where
M05M (R0), and the impurity density becomes

nz~c,u!5Nz~c!expFz~M22M0
2!

2 S Te1Ti

Tz

mz

zmi
2

Te

Tz
D G .

If e5r /R is the inverse aspect ratio of the torus andR5R0

on the magnetic axis, thenM22M0
2 is of the order of 2eM2.

It follows that most impurity ions are localized on the ou
side of the torus ifezM2>1. In a collisional plasma, the
impurity density can also be up–down asymmetric,13 but we
shall not be concerned with this more subtle effect he
Substantial poloidal asymmetry of the impurity ion distrib
tion in spinning plasmas has been observed in the Axisy
metric Divertor Experiment~ASDEX!14 and the Joint Euro-
pean Torus~JET!.15

We now consider neoclassical, banana-regime trans
in such a plasma. To focus on the effect of poloidal impur
localization, we takeM22M0

2 to be much smaller thane
5r /R, which is allowed to be finite. This ordering conve
niently excludes other effects already considered in the
erature: sinceM!1 the conventional effects of finite Mac
number are negligible, and sinceeF/Te!e electrostatic
trapping16,17 is unimportant. In addition to making these sim
plifications, we restrict our attention to the particular
simple limit Zeff[11 nzz

2/ne@1, so that collisions among th
electrons and bulk ions can be neglected, being less freq
than their collisions with impurties. Since the latter a
mostly localized on the outside of the torus, an electron or
ion is most likely to experience collisions there. Th
changes the kinetics of the system, and hence the trans

To quantify this effect, consider the first-order drift k
netic equation1,2
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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v i¹ iS f a11
Iv i

Va

] f a0

]c D2
eav iEi

Ta
f a05Ca~ f a1!, ~3!

where f a0 is the Maxwellian distribution function,Ei the
parallel induced electric field, andVa5eaB/ma the gyrofre-
quency. The species indexa refers to either the electrons o
the bulk ions, and the collision operator for the species
question with heavy impurity ions isCa( f a1)5nazL( f a1),
naz5(3p1/2/4taz)(vTa/v)3, where vTa5(2Ta /ma)1/2, taz

53(2p)3/2e0
2ma

1/2Ta
3/2/nzz

2e2ea
2 ln L, and L5 1

2 (]/]j)(1
2j2) (]/]j) is the Lorentz operator withj5v i /v. The only
difference between the drift kinetic equation~3! and its ana-
logue in conventional neoclassical theory is that the collis
frequencynaz varies strongly over the flux surface. In th
banana regime, the solution is

f a152
I

Va
S v i2

H~lc2l!ViB

B0
D ] f a0

]c

1
ea

Ta

^EiB&
B0

H~lc2l!Vi

^naz&
f a0 , ~4!

where^•••& is the usual flux-surface average,l[(12j2)/B
is a constant of motion, andlc51/Bmax is its value at the
trapped/passing boundary. In the distribution function~4!
only the quantityVi , defined by

Vi~v,l,c![^naz&
vB0

2 E
l

lc dl

^nazj&,

differs from the usual neoclassical theory,18 reflecting the
nonuniformity of the impurity densitynz .

Using this distribution function, it is now straightforwar
to evaluate the transport. The general expressions for
neoclassical cross-field particle and heat fluxes are1,2

^Ga–“c&52 K I

eaB
~Rai1naeaEi!L

5 K I

eaB E mav iS nazf a12
eaEiv i

Ta
f a0Dd3v L ,

~5!

^qa–“c&52 K IH ai

eaB L
5 K ITa

eaB E mav inazf a1S mav2

2Ta
2

5

2Dd3v L ,

whereRai is the parallel friction force acting on the speci
a, andHai is the corresponding ‘‘heat friction.’’ Evaluating
these integrals with the distribution function~4! gives the
fluxes

^Ga–“c&52
paI 2

ma
K 1

Va
2taz

S 12
B2

B0
2 f cD L S d ln pa

dc

2
3

2

d ln Ta

dc D2naI S K Ei

B L 2 f c

^EiB&
B0

2 D , ~6!
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^qa–“c&52
paTaI 2

ma
K 1

Va
2taz

S 12
B2

B0
2 f cD L

3S 2
3

2

d ln pa

dc
1

13

4

d ln Ta

dc D , ~7!

and the parallel current becomes

j i5(
a
E eav i f a0d3v

52
I

B S 12
B2

B0
2 f cD dp

dc
1 f cs

B^EiB&
B0

2 , ~8!

whereB0[^B2&1/2, pa[naTa , p[(apa , s[(32/3p)^tez&
is the electric conductivity, and

f c5
3B0

2

4
^nz&E

0

lc ldl

^nzA12lB&
~9!

is the effective fraction of circulating particles.
If the impurity densitynz is uniform over the flux sur-

face, this definition reduces to the conventional one,2 and
Eqs. ~6!–~8! coincide with the conventional transport law
for a Lorentz plasma.19 However, if nz is peaked on the
outside of the torusf c becomes smaller than usual, makin
the transport larger. Take for instance the following avera
of the bootstrap current,̂( j i2 f csEi)B&52 f tI (dp/dc).
In a torus with large aspect ratio and circular cross sect
the effective fraction of trapped particles,f t[12 f c , is equal
to f t.1.46e1/2 if nz is constant over the flux surface. I
contrast, ifezM2@1 so that all the impurities are concen
trated in the outer midplane, the effective trapped parti
fraction is 45% larger since thenf t512(B0

2/Bmin
2 ) (1

2 3
2 x1/21 1

2 x3/2).3(e/2)1/2, with x512Bmin /Bmax.2e. The
particle and heat fluxes, Eqs.~6! and~7!, are enhanced by the
same factor at large aspect ratio. Thus the poloidal local
tion of impurities on the outside of the torus enhances n
classical transport by increasing the effective number
trapped particles, Eq.~9!. This is a consequence of the fa
that most collisions take place in the outer midplane rat
than anywhere along the orbit. Note that theeffectivenumber
of trapped particles is a collisional average of the effects
the trapped population, and this average increases when
collisions are poloidally localized. Theactual number of
trapped electrons and bulk ions is not affected since our
derings rule out electrostatic trapping.

In the limit of unit aspect ratio,e→1, there are no circu-
lating particles,f c50, and the fluxes~6! and~7! are propor-
tional to ^nz/B

2&. Clearly, this flux-surface average is in
creased if the impurity densitynz peaks on the outside of th
torus where the magnetic field is weak. Physically, this
flects that the transport is enhanced if collisions predo
nantly take place where the Larmor radius, and hence
random walk step length, is large. Indeed, in the limits
uniform and peakednz , respectively, we have

K nz

B2L 5H ^nz&^B
22&, zM2!1,

^nz&Bmin
22 zM2@1.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Thus at unit aspect ratio the poloidal localization of impu
ties can increase the particle and heat fluxes~for given ^nz&!
by a factor up to 1/Bmin

2 ^B22& , which is around 2 in the edg
of the Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak~START! at
Culham.20 To understand the reason for this enhancem
we recall that the toroidal canonical momentumpw

5mR(Bw /B)v i2Zec is a constant of motion in the absen
of collisions, and the banana tips of a trapped orbit are
cated on the flux surfacec tp52pw /Ze. If a collision
changes the parallel velocity byDv i , the banana orbit is
displaced radially byDc tp52(IDv i/V) . The step size is
thus inversely proportional to the magnetic field streng
and if most collisions take place in the outer midplane,
neoclassical diffusion coefficient, which scales as (Dc tp)2,
becomes proportional toBmin

22 rather than tô B22&.
The total particle flux is always ambipolar because

parallel momentum conservation in Eq.~5!. The heavy im-
purities flow in the opposite direction from the bulk ion
(aea^Ga–“c&52ez^Gz–“c&, and the impurity transport is
therefore enhanced by the same factor as the transpo
bulk ions and electrons.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the boots
current and the neoclassical transport of all species are
hanced by the poloidally nonuniform distribution of impuri
ions in a rotating tokamak plasma. The circumstance
most collisions with impurities occur on the outside of t
torus enhances the neoclassical diffusion by increasing
effective fraction of trapped particles and increasing the s
size taken in the collisional random walk. For simplicity w
have restricted the analysis to the Lorentz limit of a plas
with highly charged impurity ions andZeff@1. Since only
collisions with impurities matter in this limit, and these pa
ticles have the most nonuniform distribution, the effect
then as large as possible. The maximum possible trans
enhancement in the banana regime is 45% at large as
ratio and about a factor of 2 in a typical equilibrium wi
tight aspect ratio.
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